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Introduction
injective if every mapping which increases no distance
from a subspace of any metrie space X to Y can be extended, increasing no
distance, over X. Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi showed [1] that topologically, every injective metrie space is a complète absolute retract, and asked
whether the converse is true. It is obviously true in 1-dimensional spaces. But
in 2-dimensional spaces there are additional necessary conditions. First, every
injective metrie space can be contracted to a point freely, i. e. by a path {ht}
of decreasing déformation retractions. Conversely, for 2-dimensional finite
polyhedra, this condition is sufficient. It is équivalent (for any triangulation) to
collapsibility in the sensé of Whitehead [5], In infinité 2-dimensional poly¬
hedra, collapsibility is sufficient and free contractibility necessary, and it may
be that thèse properties are (still) équivalent.
Second topological necessary condition: a locally compact injective metrie
space is locally triangulable at every homotopically stable point (in the sensé
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Hopf and Pannwitz [4]).

Three géométrie theorems. (1) Every metrie space X has a smallest containing injective envelope eX9 which is compact if X is compact. (2) A com¬
pact injective space Y has a boundary, the smallest closed subset B such that
eB
Y.
2n
(3) An w-dimensional compact injective space has at least
boundary points and has injective w-dimensional subspaces with exactly 2n
boundary points. Those subspaces may be chosen to be isometric copies of
closed cells in w-dimensional
space.
I am indebted to T. Ganea and to W. B. Woolf for some conversations
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concerning this material.
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Polyhedra

Y such
mapping between metrie spaces we mean a function / X
that for ail z,
Y is an
in X, the distance d(f(x), /(#&apos;)) &lt;d(x,
injective metrie space if every mapping from a subspace of any space X to Y
can be extended (to a mapping) over X.
Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi
introduced thèse spaces [1], calling them hyperconvex because of the characterizations which follow.
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